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An interesting new lockpicking technique has been making its way around the internet. This method uses shock keys to open locks in a similar way to lockpicking guns, but without requiring specialized equipment. You can read about the hit keys in this document and see the news about them here. --- presentation --- (drum roll, please) to me are told that a
university that has its name associated with this document would prefer not to do so. Well done. Now I will no longer refer to it as the MIT Guide to Lockpicking or the MIT Lockpicking Guide. In truth, I am a member of the Bavarian Illuminati, and I wrote it myself shortly after I provoked Watergate and the Cuban missile crisis. Thus, I release a certain very
respectable university in Massachusetts from any responsibility for this document. Which is, in a way, very bad. I thought it was a cool piece of urban folklore no matter where it came from, and it helped give college students around the world a reputation for healthy rebellion. My original copy of this file was a text lightning file with several GIFs. I tried as much
as possible to lay out this version of HTML in a way that made sense, but the GIFs that came with it were of poor quality at best. Where the lights are cut, so they came to me. If you notice any errors and I'm sure they are there, please send me an email so I can fix them. If you prefer, it's all available as a PDF file or original postscript that the PDF was
created from. The postscript is formatted for a4 paper, so some printers may have trouble printing on the letter. I have to apologize for PDF - all fonts are displayed as 72 dpi bitmaps. They print great, but they don't look so hot on screen. They also make it impossible to find a document. If you don't understand what it all means, just get a PDF file and print it
out. I promise you'll be happy. Almost half of all illustrations appear in Chapter 9, so if it takes some time for your browser to bring try to be patient. Otherwise, enjoy the file. Oh, and good luck. :-) - Akira This is how the guide looked at me (as best as possible to recreate it) when it was given to me. You will notice the missing Legal Matters section, which
whether intentional or not, was not part of the manual as given to me. - Dave Ferret Ted tool February 14, 1992 Copyright distribution 1987, 1991 Theodore T. Tool. Everything is well protected. Permission to reproduce the document on a non-commercial basis is granted provided that the copyright notice and distribution is fully included. The information in
this brochure educational only. Revised August 1991. Content 1 It's Easy 2 As Key Opens Lock 3 Flatland Model 4 Main Choice - Binding Defect 5 Pin Column Model 6 Basic Scrubbing 7 Advanced Lock Choice 7.1 7.1 Skills 7.2 zen and The Art of Locking Choice 7.3 Analytical Thinking 8 Exercise 8.1 Exercise 1: Bouncing Pick 8.2 Exercise 2: Pressure
Choice 8.3 Exercise 3: Choosing Torque 8.4 Exercise 4: Definition Set Pins 8.5 Exercise 5: Predictions 9 Recognition and Exploitation Personality Traits 9.1 What a Path, Which Way, Exercise, Exercise 5: Predictions 9 Recognition and Exploitation Personality Traits 9.1 What a Path, To Turn 9.2 How Far to Turn 9.3 Gravity 9.4 Pins Not Setting 9.5 Elastic
Warp 9.6 Loose Plug 9.7 Pin Diameter 9.8 Beveled Holes and Rounded Pins 9.9 Mushroom Pin Driver 9.10 What way to turn 9.11 Which way to turn 9.12 Which way to turn 9.13 Drive Tumblers 10 Final Remarks Tools A.1 Select Shapes A.2 Street Cleaner Bristles A.3 Bike Spokes A.4 Brick Strap B Legal Issues - Next - Home - When I was young, I decided
that I would like to learn how to choose the locks. If countless intrepid TV characters could make out a pair of handcuffs with nothing but hastily swiping a paperclip, why couldn't I? The process, it turns out, was quite simple: I practiced on an old, locked floppy cabinet, and quickly figured out how to crack the lock mechanism with two halves. This allowed me
to proclaim that I was an expert lock collector of my friends, and that, indeed, it was all an elementary procedure. While, as an astute reader would suggest, I knew next to nothing about locking the choice, I was right on one account: it's easy. Or at least so notes mit's Guide to LockIng Choice, written by the mysterious Ted tool. This soil was first published in
1987 and has floated around various websites over the past two decades. And this is still considered an important introduction to the art of choosing castles. It starts by setting out the terminology of the lock: the key is inserted into the key of the fork. The protrusions on the side of the key road are called wards. The wards limit the set of keys that can be
inserted into the plug. Fork is a cylinder that can rotate when the correct key is fully inserted. The non-rotating part of the castle is called the hull. The first pin touched by the key is called a pin. The rest of the pins are numbered more and more towards the back of the castle. The correct key lifts each contact pair until the gap between the driver's key and pin
reaches the line. When all the pins are in this position, the plug can rotate and the lock can be opened. The wrong key will leave some pins protruding between the body and the fork, and these pins will prevent the plug from spinning. Over its 50 pages, the guide explains the flatland and the pin column lock models, and puts out the theory behind the hole of
them. It also includes guidelines for the creation of lockout selection tools, legal as well as numerous practical tips. The most useful? It contains numerous exercises, and highlights the importance of doing your castle collection homework: Anyone can learn how to open a table and closet locks, but the opportunity to open open open locks in under thirty
seconds is a skill that requires practice. Leah Blinderman is a Montreal-based culture and science writer. Follow him @iliablinderman. Related Content: Learn how Richard Feynman Cracks Safes with Atomic Secrets in Los Alamos MIT Teaches You How to Speak Italian and Cook Italian Cuisine All at Once (Free Online Course) Enigma Machine: How Did
Alan Turing Help Break The Indestructible Nazi Code Want More? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Sign in or sign up to write something here or contact the authors. You have to check the walls as well... I live in a third world country, security is very important, my home has got people jumping inside at least 7 or 8 times that we know...
maybe it was bigger and we didn't notice. One year while my family was on a Christmas trip, they decided to take the opportunity to actually get inside the house. The fact is that next to high walls, dogs, electric, spears and razor, we also had solid brick walls, steel window frames with bars, steel windows, and all the doors outside were two doors in one
frame, the interior is made of hardwood, and the outer is made of steel, the frames are also made of steel. Thieves instead just made a giant hole in our wall until it was big enough to use an e-something or something, then they destroyed the frame around the door locks (all our exterior doors, like wood and steel, have 3 locks). So the weak point was the poor
quality of the brick, we changed the test and found out our bricks were so crappy that hitting them with a crowbar made them basically crumble instantly, the guys probably made zero effort to destroy our wall, probably if they had the time it would have been easier to make a door hole in our wall rather than cutting a steel frame. This was snagged by a new
member of staff known as Cal. Where he found it doesn't matter. Just remember that this is just something that we found, which is only for professional locksmiths, this site only links to this document for educational purposes. Thank you. MIT Guide to Blocking PickingTed Tool February 14, 1992ProspionPear 1987, 1991 Theodore T. Tool. Everything is well
protected. Permission to reproduce the document on a non-commercial basis is granted provided that the copyright notice and distribution is fully included. The information provided in this brochure is provided only for educational purposes. Revised August 1991. Content 1 It's Easy 2 As Key Opens Lock 3 Flatland Model 4 Basic Choice Binding Defect 5 Pin
Column Model 6 Basic Scrubbing 7 Advanced Lock Choice 7.1 Mechanical Skills 7.2 zen and Art Lock Choice 7.3 Thinking 8 Exercise 8. 1 Exercise 1: Bouncing Pick 8.2 Exercise 2: Pressure Choice 8.3 Exercise 3: Choosing Torque 8.4 Exercise 4: Definition Set Pins 8.5 Exercise 5: Predictions 9 Recognizing and Exploiting Personality Traits Traits 9.1
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